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PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT
Bijlmermeer in relation to the city centre of Amsterdam
scale 1:60.000

PREFACE
This is the analysis of the fourth social housing
area in Amsterdam: Bijlmermeer. Bijlmermeer
was the last large scale social housing project
of the municipality of Amsterdam. Designed as
the ‘city of tomorrow’, it soon deteriorated into

aspects of transformation: planning, infrastucture,
public space and public realm, green structure,
facilities, dwelling typology and demography.
In the next chapter, four fragments of the Bijlmer
are analysed, which resemble all a different

a ghettoed area. The Bijlmer became infamously
associated with high monotonous concrete highrise, criminality rates and unemployment rates.
Since 1992 the Bijlmer started to be redeveloped,
leading to improvement in security and living
conditions. Neverthess, the Bijlmer still has a very
bad image, which will need some more years to
overcome.

typology.
Finally, overall conclusions will explained, together
with recommendations for further investigation.
Samineh Alizadeh Ashrafi
Jasper Massink
Irina Vaganova

In this analysis we start with the founding of the
Bijlmer, in which the underlying concepts, and the
implementation of these, are explained. Moreover,
errors during the planning and construction
proces are described.
After this, an overview of the physical
transformations will introduce you to the several
5

FOUNDING OF
BIJLMERMEER

1964 scale 1:60.000

In this first chapter, we investigated the founding
of the Bijlmer. The first part explains the political,
social, economic context of the founding of

resulting in an extensive city expansions. These
expansions were based on the ‘Algemeen
Uitbreidingsplan Amsterdam’ [translation: general

counteract the municipality of Amsterdam. This
fitted the strategy of the national government
to construct decentralized clusters around the

1), which portrayed Bijlmermeer as a fourth
finger/lobe of Amsterdam.2
Because the construction of housing program

the Bijlmer. It explains why the municipality of
Amsterdam wanted to construct a housing
program on a high scale in a short amount of
time. The second part explains the principles of
the plan Nassuth, the framework for development
of the Bijlmer. This is followed by the third part,
which explains the underlying ideologies of the
plan Nassuth. The fouth part clarifies the involved
actors, leading to fith part which discusses
implementation of the plan by the different actors.
The final part summarises the preceding chapter
into conclusions.

expansion plan Amsterdam], or AUP, of Van
Eesteren from 1935. In the 1950’s1 it became
clear that this plan would not satisfy the amount
of needed housing. This meant that an extra
expansion was needed outside the municipality
borders. This expansion was searched out
the South East of Amsterdam, continuing the
‘fingermodel’ of the AUP. This leaded to the
choice for expansion at Bijlmermeer, a reclaimed
area from the 17th century, consisting of mainly
agriculture.
Bijlmermeer was situated on ground of the
municipality of Weesperkapsel. The ownership
of the ground became a point of discussion.
The national government preferred to have a
belt of peripheral municipalities which could

exiting clusters (clustered decentralization),
formulated in the national spatial policy document
‘Tweede Nota ruimte’ from 1966. In this
document, Bijlmermeer was drawn as a satellite
city of 60.000 inhabitants. In line with these
thoughts, the national government preferred
Bijlmermeer to become part of the municipality
of Weesperkapsel, or to become an own
independent municipality.
Amsterdam, on the other side, argued that
they were the only municipality that was able to
realize a large housing program in a short amount
of time. The municipalities’ city development
departments had gained an excellent reputation
during city expansion in the past. This was
reflected in the revision of the AUP in 1958 (Fig.

was considered to be necessary as soon
as possible, Amsterdam got the preference
to construct the new neighbourhood after a
long debate. In 1966 Amsterdam annexed
Bijlmermeer from Weesperkapsel. The condition
that construction of housing program needed
to be done quickly, turned out to be disastrous
during the continuation of the process.

The political, social, economic context
After the Second World War there was an
enormous shortage of housing in Amsterdam,
6

Plan Nassuth Principles

The department ‘Dienst Stadsontwikkeling ‘
[city development], SO, was responsible for
supervising and planning the construction of
Bijlmermeer. Already before Bijlmermeer was
annexed, the department made preliminary
studies for expansion. This resulted in 1965

Zoning plan Bijlmermeer 1964 scale 1:60.000

Implementation Plan Nasruth into zoning plan scale 1:60.000

already in a base document ‘Grondslagen voor
de zuidoost uitbreiding’ [translation: foundation
for south-eastern extension], which contained a
zoning plan for the whole South East expansion.
This zoning was based on research data, in line
with the functionalistic approach.
Zoning was based on the two metro lines,
which took 800 meters as the maximum walking
distance. The main car traffic was to be disclosed
at the Gooischeweg, directly to the center of
Amsterdam. Furthermore, there was a division
between living, working, recreation and central
functions (facilities). The main centre was planned
near the train station. Two sub centres were
planned at the crossing of the metro line and car
road, next to the metro station. The area around
the centres were ought to have higher density,
this density was ought the decrease further away
from the main infrastructural lines.

1. Ter Horst, J. Meyer, H. et al (1991)
Sleutelen aan de Bijlmer.
2. Bolte, W. Meijer, J. (1981) Van Berlage
tot Bijlmer.

1
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Housing differentation: Plan Mulder

This is also the reason that the two main parks,
destined for recreation, were planned at distance
of the main infrastructural lines.

like kindergartens, working- and meeting spaces

After this zoning plan was made, SO started to
make an integral plan, which would be the lead
for further development. Main responsible for this
plan was Siegfried Nassuth. The main principles
of the plan will be further explained (Fig 3).

- Living in the green in optima forma
The speed of the traffic was ought to be
contradictive with function of living. For living and
recreation, there was a necessity of calmness and
quietness. Therefore, a continues park landscape
was to be constructed.
- Separation of traffic
For optimal efficiency, the different forms of
transport should separate in different levels, to
make uninterrupted movement possible. This
means that the car-, metro- and train traffic will
elevated. This also strengthened he idea of the
continues park landscape.
- Industrial housing production
Industrial housing production would lead to a
significant decrease in production costs. It was

The plan was based on a research of certain
societal trends in Sweden. Based on this, the
following developments were expected:
- Due the increase amount of free time, an
increase amount recreational green space is
necessary.
- An increasing dependence/ and ownership of
the car
- Industrialization of the housing construction
- An increasing demand for communal facilities
8

This led to the following principles in the plan:

3

thought that this would make decent housing
available for all classes.
- Collective facilities
This idea was based on different lifestyles in
Sweden and combined with the idea of the ‘deck’
of the Smithons. The ideas was to elevate en
integrate the street into the building. In this street
communal functions would be established and
would strengthen the social cohesion in the flat.
This resulted in a plan that consisted of four
independent layers: infrastructural layer, Building
layer, facilities layer and the green layer. 3
Infrastructural layer
For the cars, at the district scale, the Gooische
weg was the main disclosure, leading directly to
the centre of Amsterdam. The neighbourhoods
got disclosed by roads which crosses the
Gooische weg. This discloses again the parking

lots, which are to the flats by passageway. This
give the pedestrian communal way a north south
orientation.
Facilities
The facilities were connected directly with
the parking lots and the elevated streets, and
therefore it was disconnected with the ground
level.
Building layer
The building layer had north-south orientation,
for efficient disclosing. The main building type
was long linear gallery flats. Furthermore, it
was decided to build the flats in a honeycomb
structure, which created a courtyard. Literature
suggests two reasons for this ref:

4

Honeycomb structure

5

Housing plans

6

- to create a sense community. With this
topology was already experimented before in city
extensions of Amsterdam.

internal conflict. Also some sources indicate that
the building contractor influenced the final ratio.
Thirdly it is said, that the municipality wanted an

Very peculiar of this plan, was that the structural
elements of the plan (infrastructure) was only
perceived in the car, and not the plan itself. Also

- To prevent fragmentation of public space. This
was obviously an opposite idea of the continuous
open park.

extreme amount of high-rise to distinguish itself
better. The exact decisive factor we can only
guess.
Also the housing type was extremely low
differentiated. It was primarily meant for
family households, consisting of 3 bedroom
apartments.

the facilities were not connected with the ground
level. This created this continuous monotonous
parkscape. It was thought, that individual identity
of the areas would arise from the different
communal activities.

About the housing type and differentiation there
had been many discussions in internally. There
was a discussion between Nassuth and Mulder.
Mulder advocated a differentiation of 50% highrise, 30% middle high-rise, and 20% low-rise. On
the contrary, Nassuth advocated a more extreme
differentiation of 80% high-rise and 20% low-rise.
This makes the final choice for 90% high-rise
and 10% low-rise curious. There are several
suggestions for the reason behind this decision
in literature. For example, Mulder was at the
end of her career and was unwilling to have an

Separation between building and structural elements

Green layer
This consisted of continues park, with a water
network, bicycle network and pedestrian
network. There were two parks for the
neighbourhood planned; this was a result on the
zoning plan.
3. Lorzing, J.A. (2009) Landscap en
stedelijk groen.
9
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Ideologies

Plan voisin by Le Corbusier (1925)

Functional city
Many ideas of the Bijlmer are derived from the
concept of the functional city, which dominated
the discussion at the congresses of CIAM, led by
Le Corbusier. Never have these ideas realised so
strictly, as in the Bijlmer.
The ideas of the Functional city are
demonstrated clearly in the Plan Voisin from
1928 by Le Corbusier, a plan which proposed to
replace the whole historic city of Paris. The plan
was designed from tabula rasa; the whole historic
10

8

Spangen building block by Michiel Brinkman (1919)

context was ignored. Additionally, the plan
was an alternative for the complexity, chaotic,
unhygienic circumstances of the industrial city.
According to Le Corbusier, a better and healthier
life could emerge in a city full of air, green and
space. To keep the city orderly, all functions
were separated and zoned. The car would play
a new role in mobility between these zones. The
infrastructure was elevated above ground level,
so the ground level would be kept safe from
traffic. Resident would live in high-rise building, so
it would possible to provide the inhabitants with

9

enormous grounds of green.4
Like Bijlmermeer, the plan took the tabula
rasa (starting from nothing) as a starting point.
Moreover, the plan Voisin consists of high-rise
buildings as independent elements in a continual
park, traversed with traffic flows which are
separated from each other. Most important
differences are the scale of the highrise and the
form of the flat. Compared with the functional city
Bijlmermeers’ linear flats destroyed the continuity
of the parkscape.

Plan Bijlmermeer by Nasruth (1965)

Garden city
The Garden City was, like Van Der Pek and
Slotermeer, also influenced to the Bijlmer. It was
an important paradigm for planning on a larger
scale, with the concept of independent satellite
cities around a main core. See image.
Second generation of CIAM
The second generation of CIAM, which later
evolved in TEAM X, criticized early generation for
designing without context. Rather then replace
the historic city, this movement preferred to make

10

Gardencity concept by Ebenezer Howard (1898)

strategic interventions in the existing network in
order to transform the city to modern needs.
Moreover this movement introduced the idea
of the elevated street. This has been elaborated
in the famous plan of the Golden Lane Housing
Competition by The Smithsons. The Smithons
called these elevated streets ‘decks’. Each deck
was to be occupied by a sufficient number of
people (90 families) in such a way that it would
constitute a social identity. This means a clear
spatial reality between dwelling and streets.
Therefor these decks would become a place with

11

La ville radieuse by le Corbusier (1924)

their own identity.5 This meant a reintroduction
of the ‘street’ in a modernistic sense. The idea
of the communal streets in the Bijlmer is derived
from these ideas

developed by different actors.
Infrastructure:
This was the responsibility of Dienst Publieke
werken [department of public works], or PW.

Actors
For the development Dienst Stadsontwikkeling
[department of city development], or SO, was
responsible for the overall design and the
supervision of the project. The four layers of
the Bijlmer were independently elaborated and

Housing:
This was the responsibility of Dienst
Volkshuisvesting [department of housing], or VHV.
This department would hire an external architect
and commercial building constructor. Because of
the VHV gave the building contractors guarantees
for the construction of first phase. This gave the

4. Somer, K (2007) The functional
city.
5. http://archiflux.wordpress.
com/2010/09/11/ap-smithsongolden-lane-2/
11
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Golden lane competition by The Smithsons (1952)

contractors a lot of influence in the final design
and in the budget cuts.
The maintenance and housing of the inhabitants
would be the responsibility of the housing
corporations. In the end, 18 different housing
corporations were located in the Bijlmermeer.
The consequence of this was that SO had few
influence of the elaboration of the architecture and
the housing of the inhabitants.6

12
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Facilities:
This would be constructed by commercial
developers. The communal facilities was ought
the established by the inhabitants themselves.
Greenery:
This was the responsibility of Dienst Beplanting
[Department of vegetation], or DB. SO envisioned
a modernistic park lay-out with straight lines.
However, DB had a reputation to design neoromantic parks, which was also realised by
Michael Laumann.7

Plan Bijlmermeer by Nassuth (1965)

Implementation

14

The construction of the Amsterdam South
East was thought in two phases. The first
phase consisted of 80.000 household north
of Gaasperdam (which is called Bijlmermeer
nowadays). After this, there would be an
evaluation and the 2nd phase would be
constructed (which is called Holendrecht
nowadays).8
Construction of the first neighbourhood
(Hoogoord) started at 1964 (checken) and the
first inhabitants moved in at 1968. This part

Grondslagen voor zuidoostelijke stadsuitbreiding (1965)

is still closest to the original concept, although
some elemental changes had been made. In the
continuation of the construction of the Bijlmer,
more deviations on the concept would be made.
Firstly, due to necessary budget changes were
made in the physical plan. Priority in construction
was on the quality of housing, resulting in budget
cuts on the communal facilities and elevated
streets. For example, instead of communal
spaces, housing was constructed. Also it was
originally intended that the communal street
always would be orientated at the sun side,

SUPERVISION
Dienst
Stadsontwikkeling

GREENERY
Dienst
Beplanting

INFRASTRUCTURE
Dienst
Publieke werken

Market

HOUSING
Dienst
Volkshuisvesting

Building
contractor

FACILITIES
Project developer
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The change of communal street in the design

6. Bolte, W. Meijer, J. (1981) Van
Berlage tot Bijlmer.

this meant that street would meander through
flat. Also this proved to be too expensive in
many cases. Moreover, the amount of lift shafts
decreased during the construction process. All
these changes in the public, would turn out to be
disastrous for the social cohesion of the flats.
Secondly, due to enormous underestimating of
the construction costs the rent increased from
170 guilders per month to 400 guilder per month.
Additional to this, for parking had to be paid 43
euro, resulting in largely unused parking lots,
which later became the scene for many criminal

activities.9
Thirdly, the maintenance of the flats was badly
organised. This was done by 18 different housing
cooperation, which all had their own policy.
The boundaries of territories were a mess.
Occasionally flats were maintained by three
different housing cooperation’s. This led to an
inefficient and bad maintenance of the flats.2
Fourthly, building processes were not adapted
to each other and badly coordinated. The first
inhabitants moved in 1968. At that that time there
was no shops to buy products, few facilities, bad

infrastructural connection and no public transport.
7. Lorzing, J.A. (2009) Landscap en

All these reasons made the Bijlmer unpopular;
at average, people moved out after two years.10
Especially the original target group, the middle
class family household, preferred to live in
cheaper house with garden in Purmerend or
Almere. Instead, people who liked ‘adventurous’
living like creative, guy and students liked to
settle in the Bijlmer. In 1975, the subcenters
(Ganzenhoef and Kraaijennest) were finally
finished.

stedelijk groen.
8. Lorzing, J.A. (2009) Landscap en
stedelijk groen.
9. Neut, V. d. (2006). Architecture &
Modernity. Bijlmermeer.
10. Ter Horst, J. Meyer, H. et al
(1991) Sleutelen aan de Bijlmer.
13

In 1975 Suriname became independent, which
resulted in mass immigration. Due to the high
vacancy, housing cooperation were glad house

Conclusion

these immigrants. These immigrants were
economically weak, and arrived from a totally
different environment, with different culture and
different norms. These resulted in catalytic effects
in problem which were already there. A prime
example of these problems was the situation in
the Gliphoeve. This flat became overcrowded due
to illegal rents and squatting, even though other
areas of Bijlmer were dealing with high vacancy.
Some apartments were illegally rented for 7000
guilders per month.11 Many people therefore see
1975 as a turning point in the development of
the Bijlmer. It became clear that the Bijlmermeer
would never work as intended. From here, the
Bijlmer fastly deteriorated into an no go area for
outsiders.

thought to be realised, as well as the enormous
ideological ambitions.
The short amount of time resulted into insufficient
financial calculations. This lead to an enormous
unforeseen reduction in building quality and
increase in rent. The few evaluation moments
and the guarantees to the building contractors
made it possible, that this building process could
continue for eight years.
The ideological ambitions resulted in a
monotone building typologies, which did not
appeal the intended inhabitants. Moreover, the
high amount of public space led to many social
uncontrollable spaces, something that will be
elaborated later in this report. Additionally, the
sense of identifications lacked. The idea was

14

The failure of the Bijlmermeer was a mixed
result of short amount the neighbourhood was

16

Bijlmermeer 1969

17

that this would not be made by the housing, but
by the use of public space and the communal
streets. However these communal streets
were partly constructed due to budget costs.
The monotonous housing type proved to be
inadaptable to the housing market. Together with
the high rents this added in the high vacancy.
Although the mistakes could be explained due to
the experimental character of the Bijlmer, several
professionals at the time already pointed out
problems. T. Hazewinkel for example wrote an

Bijlmermeer 1968. Isolated in the landscape.

article in which mentioned the bad exploitations
calculations and the huge no man lands, which
would occur which the huge public spaces.
In addition to this, the functionalist ideas were
already heavily discussed. Kevin Lynch and
Jane Jacobs already published their critics
on modernism, which lead to the downfall for
some iconic modernist figures, like Robert
Moses. Instead of a mono functional city, a
re-appreciation of the complexity of the city
emerged.
Finally, the concept was based on old fashioned

18

Hoogoord 1968

societal perceptions in a time were the social
norms of society were attacked by the hippies
and the provos.
Nevertheless the concept entangled the
imagination. The designers and the municipality
were eager to make an ambitious project,
because they knew it would be last large scale
social housing area. The ambition the achieve this
objective, made them ignorant to organisational
problems and from external critique in the
professional world.
11. www.bijlmermuseum.com
15

TRANSFORMATION IN TIME

1964 - 1981 Construction of the functional city scale 1:60.000

This chapter will provide an overview of the
transformation in time, after the first plans
were made. The overview will show the

different analysis groups. Therefore, the following
aspects are described for each time period:
Socio-Economic context, Ideology, Actors and

were spatial, healthy and had excellent natural
lightning conditions for the normal people,
according to principles of the modernistic

Due to the problems with the high-rise, after
1975 the plan gets finalised with low-rise.12

transformations of the buildings and infrastructure
in different time periods. These time periods
were chosen based on design paradigm.
According to our research there are three
periods. First period is from 1964 till 1981,
in which Bijlmer is developed according to
modernistic principles. The second time period
is the period of the first city renewal; this is the
period from 1982 till 1992. The period from 1992,
resembles the Second City Renewal, which still
continuing. After this overview, more specific
aspect of the transformation will be analysed,
including: dwelling typology, infrastructure, green
structure, facilities, demography, ownership and
public/private space.
Construction is based on common scheme of all

Plans, Implementation.

movement. These ideas based on the ideas of
the Functional City. After 1975 the principles
became less radical and reverted back to the
general principles of the AUP of Van Eesteren.
Actors and plans:
Main plan of execution was the plan of Nassuth
of SO. This is described in the chapter ‘Founding
of the Bijlmermeer’.
Implementation:
High-rise building, mostly one typology. Later SO
loses authority due to high vacancy rates and
financial problems, this result in different high-rise
typology in the south-west and north-east.
In 1975 the sub centres Ganzenhoef and
Kraaijenest are realised, as well as the metro line
in 1977.

Period 1982 - 1992
Socio - economic context:
The Bijlmer is at its low point in social and
economic context. The crime rates are high, the
unemployment rates are high and the economic
strength of the inhabitants is very low. Inhabitants
are characterised by the newspapers as young,
criminal, Surinamese or African, unemployed and
poor
Ideology:
Re-appreciation of the complexity of the city. This
means the return of the building block, as well as
the preference of high density mix used areas.
The quality of the modernistic movement therefor
gets highly questioned. However, city repairing
is done with the existing system. Therefore

16

Period 1964 - 1981
Construction of the Bijlmer according to the plan
of Nassuth.
Socio-economic context:
This is the period that started with vacancy
rates, due to bad infrastructural connection, no
facilities and high rents. It also attracted mainly
extravagant people. The vacancy was partly
resolved in 1975, when Surinamese massively
immigrated to the Bijlmer. However this created
many new kind of problems, including high
criminal rates and high unemployment rates.
Ideology:
The municipality wanted to provide housing with

1982 - 1992 First city renewal scale 1:60.000

development in this period was based on
repairing the mistakes of the Bijlmer.

emerges. These types have no relations anymore
with the original ideology.
The office area at the west-side of the railway

by Projektbureau stadsvernieuwing for the
redevelopment of the Bijlmer. Here they choose
for an organic and flexible development of the

Plans and actors:
First city renewal by Projectgroep Hoogbouw
Bijlmermeer, initiated by the municipality. They
get a lot of power by the government to perform
renovations the existing urban context.
The 18 housing corporations are united in
one: Nieuw Amsterdam. In 1986 OMA draw
their famous plan for the redevelopment of
Bijlmermeer, including the Bijlmerstrip. 13
Implementations:
The shopping centres Ganzenhoef and
Kraaijenest get renovation. Along with the most
problematic flat: gliphoeve.
The main shopping centre finally gets realised.
It consists of high density area with mixture
of functions. Also the closed building block

gets successfully realised.
Period 1992 - 2013
Socio - economic context:
After the plane crash in 1992, redevelopment
of the Bijlmer starts with huge investments. The
district slowly becomes socially more diverse and
economically stronger. Crime rates are moving to
the Amsterdam average.
Ideology:
The idea of societal city emerges with idea that
small personalised space can improve the social
cohesion in the area. Also there is increased
interest in the connection between public space,
infrastructure and building block.
Plan and actors:
Leading documents is the ‘Finale aanpak’

area. Policy primary aimed at changing the social
structure. A shift from renting housing to private
housing is one of the results.
Housing corporations Nieuw-Amsterdam and
Patrimonium unifies in Rochdale.
Ashlok Bhalotra draws a plan for getting
coherence in the spatial structure, however this
plan get rejected. 14
Implementation:
The area around the east-west roads are
redeveloped. Redevelopment is done by a
design paradigm in a more traditional way.
This means bringing back the relation between
infrastructures, green, built area. Therefore, some
roads are levelled to the ground again. New
building development is visually related to these

1992 - 2013 Second city renewal scale 1:60.000

streets. Furthermore, a great variety of building
typologies emerge, resulating in that the Bijlmer
becomes a patchwork.

12. Ter Horst, J. Meyer, H. et al
(1991) Sleutelen aan de Bijlmer.
13. Ter Horst, J. Meyer, H. et al
(1991) Sleutelen aan de Bijlmer.
14. Bruijne,D. Van Hoogstraten,D.
Kwekkeboom,W. Luijten,A. (2002).
Amsterdam Southeast: Centre
Area Southeast and urban renewal
Bijlmermeer 1992-2010.
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ANALYSIS

DISTRICT / NEIGHBOURHOOD
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20

Interventions Projectgroup Hoogbouw Bijlmermeer 1984

21

Plan OMA 1986

PLANS
For the Bijlmer many development plans have
been made. We will discuss some of the here.
Generally the plan could put in two categories:
first city renewal and second city renewal. First
city renewal is the generations of plan from the
80’s, which tries to improve city parts within the
original concept. The second city renewal is
about change of social structure.

20

Projectgroup hoogbouw Bijlmermeer
After the first problems with the Bijlmer appeared,
projectgroup Hoogbouw Bijlmermeer was
initiated. They proposed interventions on a
building scale, of which many were implemented:
- closure of communal streets
- addition of extra liftshafts
- making compartments in the storagespaces
- stimulating use of collecting spaces by small
offices and companies
- free parking in the garages

The Gliphoeve became the first flat which was
renovated extensively according to these ideas,
together with the subcentra Ganzenhoef. This
was done by adding square to the subcenter,
at ground level. Additionally, the parking garage
was demolished and replaced by parking on
the ground. Later on, also other areas were
renovated.
Moreover, subcenter of Kraaijenest was
renovated as well, but instead of changing the
type, only the innerspaces were changed. The
consequence of these adaptations was that small

changes in typology of publis spaces emerged.15
Plan OMA
In 1986 OMA is asked to study the Bijlmermeer
for possible redevelopment by the municipality
of Amsterdam. OMA propose many small scale
interventions, similar to Projectgroup Hoogbouw
Bijlmermeer. Another element of OMA is the
concept of the Bijlmerstrip. It is the first proposal
to strengthen the structural elements of the plan;
the roads. In this plan the Bijlmerdreef is levelled
to groundspace again, and mixed with function
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Plan Finale Aanpak 2001

at an urban scale. This was the first plan which
discussed the relation between building block,
ground space and infrastructure. They tried
the reconnect these spaces, however more in
program, instead of spatial.1
Redevelopment of Bijlmermeer
In 1992 the redevelopment of Bijlmermeer
was started. This redevelopment was
initiated by the municipality of Amsterdam,
submunicipality of Amsterdam South-East, and
the housing coorperations Nieuw Amsterdam

and Patrimonium.Projectbureau Vernieuwing
Bijlmermeer was supervising the construction.
The aim of the redevelopement is next to spatial
renewal, also social renewal. Consequently this
lead to differentation of housingtypology. For the
redevelopment it was choses to do an organic
approach. Each zone would be developed with
another projectdeveloper and build according to
the demand of the market at that time.
In 2001 the redevelopmentplans has been put
into a final document: project Bijlmermeer: finale
aanpak. [input of production quality]. Here the

Plan Finale Aanpak 2001

amount of demolition of highrise is increased
and a final image of the future has been made.16
Also the objectives have been actualised: in 2016
Bijlmermeer should be an average Amsterdam
neighbourhood in terms of safety, livability and
image.
15. Ter Horst, J. Meyer, H. et al
(1991) Sleutelen aan de Bijlmer
16. Bruijne,D. Van Hoogstraten,D.
Kwekkeboom,W. Luijten,A. (2002).
Amsterdam Southeast: Centre Area
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PUBLIC SPACE AND
PUBLIC REALM

Nolli map 1992 scale 1:60.000

Public space is space that is not private. In cities
this usually means all freely accessible outdoor
areas, as well as spaces and buildings that are

understood as the ‘Offenlichkeist’ posited by
Arendt and Habermas, as a virtual ,symbolic
domain in which the political debate takes

functioning public realm.
The transformation of urban blocks , especially
in the recent years shows that the ideal has

open to the public. Such spaces and buildings
may be either privately or publicly owned, so
ownership does not necessarily tell us whether
the space is public or private.
Within urban public space, a distinction can be
made between the public realm as the domain of
the public sphere and the collective realm as the
domain of communality.17
The public realm seen as a specific part of
the urban public space, is closely related to
the notion of urban “public sphere” for it is
there that both virtual and physical exchange
of ideas, opinions, experience, knowledge,
ideologies, goods and labors take place. What
makes this definition so relevant is that it has
two components. The public realm can be

place, where people come into contact, individual
citizens or group of citizens become organized
or manifest themselves, opinions are formed and
even conflicts are fought out.
But the public realm may also be a specific
place, located in a public space or building,
neighborhood or district.
Everyday life, which to some extent takes place in
the public realm, is the link between city dwellers’
public and private lives. The public realm is
where people go out, exchange ideas and form
opinions, can be seen and meet others.
The public realm is typified by overlapping
functions, which allows different population
groups to meet. This overlap within a single
area is one of the main requirements for a well-

shifted towards sociocultural aspects and that
models based on mixing of socioeconomic
functions have to become less influential. The
lengthening of the boundaries as a result of the
vast amount of collective space interposed
between the private and public realms has made
housing districts vulnerable, for they presuppose
a uniform population with a similar lifestyle that
has no need for a public realm.
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public
semi public
private

17. Komossa,S. (2010). The Dutch
urban block and the public realm:
models, rules, ideals.
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GREEN STRUCTURE
The Idea
If we look at the original Idea of Bijlmer, a clear
hierarchy in green structure can be noticed which

honeycomb housings were designed in a way
to create visually enclosed green spaces as
courtyards. These courtyard spaces considered

were placed on the ground in the construction
phase and thus partly blocked the unimpeded
passes. Consequently, this created the basin-like

followed the geometry of highways’ network in
the district.
The green structure in Bijlmer is majorly
composed of two parks. The main park is
situated along Gooischeweg. The other park,
Bijlmerweide, is located along the edge of
the Bijlmer on the East. Apart from these two
parks which create the backbone of the green
structure, the rest of the green spaces were
originally designed as a living area in the urban
continuous park. The notion of continuous park
was seen as a green pattern that stretches
through the whole area, consisting of pedestrian
routes, bicycling router, a water network and high
dense vegetation.
The layout of the green structure within the

to be connected to other areas and to be
supervised by the buildings’ visual border without
real obstacles on the ground level.
The courtyard-like green spaces were designed
as mostly open large areas in the centre of the
honeycombs or united with water structure
and supposed to be mainly covered by lawn
and framed by the trees in order to create the
protection from wind. (reference lorzing)

inner space which was perceived as an enclosed
space, instead of an open space.
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However, the idea of separation of functions and
division of green areas and housing wasn’t fully
accomplished on all scales. The continuous park,
which proceeds beneath the building blocks, was
not implemented as it was in the concept. Being
elevated in the primary idea, housing blocks

The low-rise housing areas refer to the functional
city concept, as was designed by Van Eesteren
in the AUP. This entails a combination of living
in the park quality on one hand, and the private
gardens on the other hand. However, semiprivate areas with arranged parking places as a
core of the ensemble, does not provide the public
space with a nice residing quality. In order to
achieve quality of public space, the area had to
be furnished with minimal objects.

built area
water
public green structure
public spaces

Green structure1992
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Transformations
The downsides of the original plan gradually got
clear and became investigated.

The renovation of the urban plan and housing
stock also made its own adjustments to the green
structure in the district. As the quality, variety and

and for attraction of the environment.
Furthermore, many of the old green areas in
Bijlmer were cleared for more vistas to emerge.

Due to bad management and lack of regular
maintenance, the original trees, which were
planted densely, prevented enough light and
space for in between spaces. Besides, majority of
the existing stronger trees prevented the growth
of youngest. Moreover, the population of trees
shrubs arose so quickly that they started to run
wild and shaped a forest-like space. 18
Obviously, the design and layout of the green
spaces played a significant role in the social
insecurity of the neighbourhood. As the sense
of social security in the Bijlmer decreased and
the public space degraded at a high rate, the
management could not cope with all huge
amounts of public space and greenery due to
high cost of maintenance.

structure was altered during the renovations,
the old green structure was shifted into its new
structure. Groups of trees and bushes became
transparent and visible through to maintain the
connection with the different zones in comparison
with the first implementation of the park.

This included narrow passages, anonymous
areas and dense vegetation along paths which
were removed to provide space for immediate
living environments. Nowadays, the quality of new
green spaces improved to standard level and if
there is adequate budget and it is well maintained
it can become attractive very quickly.
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Green has different meanings for many people.
Within the renovation of green areas, many green
areas got a new face and each park or garden
got its own identity. Public green became a frame
for private green in many cases. Almost all houses
in the new low-rise types got a private garden.
The water structure was also altered parallel to
green structure. So, the water surface became
almost doubled for functional-technical reasons

built area
water
public green structure
public spaces

18. Project bureau Vernieuwing
Bijlmermeer; sector Wijkbeheer;
sector Ruimtelijke en Economische
Ontwikkeling (2006) Van veel naar
goed groen in de Bijlmermeer.

Green structure 2013
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The Bijlmerpark also underwent a complete
transformation, both in terms of functions and
in terms of decor. Therefore, two-thirds of the

are built as avenues.
The green trimming of the park is also created in
the same way in the Flierbosdreef by double row

current surface remained green with a mix of
sports and nature.
Moreover, along the edges and on the slopes
of the Gooischeweg, a new residential area is
planned. Nowadays, the new, remaining 26 ha of
the park is not only the central park for the whole
Bijlmer, but also considered to be the front yard of
residents from the surrounding neighbourhoods.
Key elements of the new park are football pitches,
a pet farm, free sports fields and an ecological
nature. There are special scattered green spots
developed throughout the park, as a public
botanical garden with all kinds of exotic species
of trees and plants.Trees therefore play a major
role in this park, as all open spaces are enclosed
by trees or groups of trees and most park roads

of trees.
Yet, the Bijlmerweide is one of the most striking
green features of the Bijlmer. Its meadow reaches
to the flats of the G-neighbourhood and is manysided: with both recreation, sports and gamepark as part of the provincial green environmental,
various water features and school gardens and
offers space for a riding school.
Apparently, The Bijlmerweide will continue in
the future as it is, including the existing tree
population but there will be much more active
management than before.
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built area
water
public green structure
public spaces
private gardens
semi-public areas
parking spaces
territory of district facilities
sport fields

Use of public space 2013
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Infrastructure 1981 scale 1:60.000

primary road

INFRASTRUCTURE

secondary
road

The final design for the Bijlmer was based on a
grid of automotive roads. Due to the fact that the
Bijlmer area was relatively distant from the city
centre, city officials had to develop infrastructural
plan to connect the Bijlmermeer by road and
metro line to the city centre.
The network of highways was identified as the
most important durable element of Bijlmer19
the quality of which lays in its capacity to give
structure and allow easy motorized accessibility.
Atomobile traffic was originally elevated to a
height of about three meters above the level
30

of the ground and was separated from the
pedestrian and bicycle paths and created the
quality of traffic free area. The roads divided
the residential territory on several ‘basin’-like
sectors to locate housing blocks in the green
noise and pollution free urban conditions. Due
to its raised position and defensive design the
highway formed a barrier between residential
areas, creating unclear public space below it
and allowing no other use of highway than by
motorized traffic. Parking space was minimised
by multi-story garages. In this way, buildings

were separated only by large green spaces; free
from noise pollution, distraction and the dangers
posed by motorised traffic.

tertiary road
quartary road
elevated road

19. scape (2007) Bijlmerdreef in
Amsterdam: how to transform big
infrastructure into public space, 2,
pp73-76;

Infrastructure 2013 scale 1:60.000
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Infrastructure 1981 scale 1:30.000

While conceptually a sound idea, in reality this
turned out to be a problematic solution which led
to the lack of interaction between the different
housing areas due to an obstacle-like road
network, the creation of deserted and socially
uncontrollable traffic areas and dark spaces
under the elevated roads.
During the renewal phase the decision to lower
some of these traffic ways and demolish the
adjacent car parks was taken which meant a
radical break from the original urban design
concept for the Bijlmer. The Bijlmerdreef
32

was transformed into a 60 metre wide urban
boulevard separated from the service roads
with their parking places and a row of trees.
Still, large part of the raised infrastructure was
accepted as a large scale structural system but
also appreciated its double level, seeing it more
as an opportunity than a thread. In west part of
the Bijlmerdreef was chosen to keep its raised
structure and use the space under the road for
parking. The residential buildings, business and
offices have access from the avenue.20

Infrastructure 2013 scale 1:30.000

20. scape (2007) Bijlmerdreef in
Amsterdam: how to transform big
infrastructure into public space, 2,
pp73-76;

Bicycle network 1981 scale 1:30.000

Bicycle network 2013 scale 1:30.000
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FACILITIES
The district was planned as a functional district
which has to offer green environment with wide
range of services in pedestrian accessibility and
infrastructure which connects residents with
the city centre in a fastest way. As we can see
throughout years, the area has never become as
facilitated as it meant to be.
One of the reasons of the Bijlmer failure is
considered to be unfinished character of the
district. A lot of ideas and planned facilities,
like stores and spaces for sport and recreation
were not realised because of lack of finances,
34

this despite a plea from the neighbourhood
association for the promised amenities to be
realized. Research has shown that the absence
of such amenities can be a great stain on a
neighbourhood. Other facilities, like public
transport, were realised too late. The Bijlmermeer
became, instead of a city district with the
appropriate level of facilities, a satellite town of
Amsterdam without good transport links to the
centre of the municipality.
The Amsterdamse Poort shopping centre has
been Amsterdam-Zuidoost’s major shopping

centre since the mid-1980s. It was consentrated
on one side of the dstrict in proximity with the
train station. The Fazantenhof, Ganzenhoef and
Kraaiennest covered shopping centres were
situated beneath car parks and traffic ways.
During the 1980s as a part of the revitalisation
physical improvements were made, management
was improved, public facilities were opened and
high rents were reduced. The large number of
shopping centres was recreated in the residential
area, in the corner of Bijlmerdreef and Elsrijkdreef
the new shopping centre was placed.

Facilities 1981 scale 1: 60.000

Facilities 2013 scale 1: 60.000

housing
shopping facility with housing
shopping facilitie
public functions
office space
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It is a large complex with local shops, offices,
dwellings and social and medical facilities
designed by Kees Christiaanse. The thirty local

under the avenues or in commercial spaces under
the parking garages.
Moreover, large facilities were opened near to

performers. A project known as the “Street of
1000 Cultures”, which accommodates economic
and cultural activities, is situated between the

shops offer fascinating picture of the ethnic
diversity of the population. As one of many
evidences of social-economic revitalization The
Cultural Educational Centre (CEC) was built not
far from Ganzenhoef Metro station. It hosts
various facilities as such as primary education,
the Women’s Vocational School, the Women’s
Empowerment Centre, the Newcomers Bureau,
the RBA and the True Teachings Church2. The
other building to the west from the CEC has a
space for children’s day care centre, several
apartments and various churches. There is a great
need for church space in Bijlmer due to the large
number of religions in the inhabitancies involved.
Many of the churches hold their services in living
rooms, rented space, in temporary structures

the train station area. The ArenA area contains
various cultural facilities important to people living
in the city and the region and which are easily
accessible for the residents of the Bijlmermeer as
such as metro line to the city, a large shopping
centre, a new stadium for Ajax (Amsterdam’s
football team), and large cinemas and theatres.
Just opposite the railway station an expensive
office area arose. The location of the Bijlmermeer
changed from an isolated satellite town to a
destination offering urban amenities.
The Bijlmer Park Theatre that is currently being
constructed on Anton de Komplein will be
completely fitted up to meet the needs of various
permanent users such as the Krater Theatre
and Jeugdcircus Elleboog, a circus for young

Amsterdamse Poort shopping centre and the
Kraaiennest metro station21.
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housing
shopping facility with housing
shopping facilities
public functions
office space

21. Projectbureau Vernieuwing Bijlmermeer (2008) The Bijlmermeer
renovation. Facts & figures.

Dwelling typology 2013
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ground leased
owned by municipality
Ground lease map of 2013

OWNERSHIP
This chapter discusses the transformation of
ownership. Ownership can be divided in three
main periods: 1964 till 1984; 1984 till 1992;
and, 1992 and later. These periods will be
discussed below. In this, ground leasing plays
an important role. This ownership construction is
for social housing in Amsterdam. It means that
the municipality owns the ground and leases
it for a period of 50 years to a user, mostly a
social housing cooperation. In this way, the
municipality has the possibility to set conditions
for development an remains highly influential in
38

the area.

Period 1964-1984

The construction of the Bijlmer housing was
mainly organised by the Dienst Volkshuisvesting
(VHV) and the building contractor. The
housing corporations gave advice, due to one
representative association. This shows the top
down organisational structure, in which the
housing corporation had little influence on the
design of the housing. After construction of
the high-rise flats was finished, the ground was

leased to 18 different housing corporations. Due
to size of the flat it could happen that territories
of different corporations ran to different flats.
In extreme cases, flats were owned by three
different housing corporations. Because every
housing corporation had their own policy, this
caused enormous problems with management
and maintenance of the flats. This contributed to
the fact, that some flats were highly vacant, and
some other was overcrowded.

Period 1984-1992

To regain the control on the housing and the
maintenance, all 18 Housing corporations
in the high-rise flats were unified to one new
housing corporation in 1984, which was named
Nieuw-Amsterdam. In this, way the municipality
got higher influence on the housing policy,
maintenance of flats could be organise much
more efficiently, and moreover, renovations by the
Projekgroep Hoogbouw Bijlmermeer (mentioned
in the chapter: ‘plans’). Also the financial situation
could be overviewed better, which the problems

Ownershipmap of 2012

immediately became. Nieuw-Amsterdam had to
subsided a lot, prevent Nieuw-Amsterdam form
becoming bankrupt. This structural financial
problem was an important reason for the
redevelopment of 1992.

Period after 1992

The renewal of the Bijlmer was initiated by the
municipality of Amsterdam, sub municipality of
Amsterdam South-East, Nieuw-Amsterdam and
Patrimonium. Patrimonium supported NieuwAmsterdam financially. In 2004 these corporations

merged in Rochdale.
Since the redevelopment in 1992, policy is
aiming to increase the amount of privately owned
housing, instead of renting. This was done in two
ways; demolished renting houses were replaced
by privately owned housing, or renters were
given the possibility to buy their house. Since the
start of the redevelopment in 1992, the amount
privately owned housing increased to 20% in
2009. With the new redevelopment, this amount
will increase more.

Current situation

The groundleasemap show the areas which are
owned by the municipality, the ground which
is leased, and the ground is privately owned.
Almost all the area is owned or leased by the
municipality.. Only the infrastructure and the a little
church is not under control of the municipality.
The ownership map show that Rochdale still
owns the honeycomb flats, but loose the
ownership with many new developments. Also
Eigen Haard has a lot of housing in west-part of
the area. Additionally Ymere and Key have are

housing corporations which have property.

Rochdale
Key
Eigenhaard
Ymere
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Population

25

Level of income

DEMOGRAPHY
In turns of the demographical development, there
are three major time periods. The period of the
construction (1968 – 1975) is the first period.

Hoofddorp, or Almere instead. The unpopularity
of the Bijlmer was shown in a survey of 1969,
which concluded that 55% of the inhabitants

1975 – 1992

more housing differentiation by splitting up the
apartments, making the parking places for
free and decreasing the rents. Although some

Second period (1975 – 1992) is marked by the
independence of Suriname and the arrival of
many immigrants and ethnic minorities. The last
period (1992 - 2013) is the period marked by the
redevelopment.

moved to the Bijlmer as they had no alternatives.
Demographical statistics of 1972 indicates
that the average inhabitants were young and
did earn below average. Furthermore, 20%
of the inhabitants were gay and 45% of the
children were not from Dutch origin. The other
fact is that 20% of the inhabitants were from
Surinamese origin. Literature shows that in the
first years of the Bijlmer, the socially structure was
mainly consisted of young artist like people, or
Surinamese people.23

many social problems. Especially the Gliphoeve
acquired a very bad reputation and became the
model for the bad image of the Bijlmer, as the
flat became overcrowded and many apartments
were rented illegally for illegal citizens.
Also other practices got common, like people
throwing trash from the balcony, taxi-drivers who
disliked going to Bijlmermeer and therefore got
replaced by illegal taxis (in slang this is called
‘snorring’). Also the parking area at Ganzenhoef
and the metro station became shady places.
These bad images increased the vacancy even
more. Therefore, in 1981, the vacancy of the
Bijlmer reached to an average of 25%
Due to the problems Projektgroup Hoogbouw
Bijlmermeer was founded. They tried to create

improvement got made, the social problems
stayed the same.24

1968 – 1975

After realisation of the first flats, it became
immediately clear that the target group (low
middle class families) were not attracted to
Bijlmermeer. Probably this was due to the
relatively high rent of 400 guilders per month
(as 170 guilders was the estimated rent, before
construction started) and the unappealingness of
the housingtype.22
These families were settled in Purmerend,
40

Due to the independence of Suriname, a lot of
immigrants moved to the Bijlmer which caused

1992 – 2013
After the plane crash in Bijlmermeer,
redevelopments started. Since these
developments the demographics changed
significantly. The objective was to make
Bijlmermeer like an average Amsterdam
neighbourhood terms of economic strength,
criminality rates and appreciation in 2016. This
objective was partly successful. 25
The most significant result was that crime rates
dropped and the safety indexes were improved
profoundly. However, the average of Amsterdam
improves as well. Moreover, the Bijlmer still has
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Neighborhood satisfaction
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a bad image in the media. This is a major issue
which needs to be improved in the coming years.
Another issue is the percentage of structural

buurtmonitor). The total population of the Bijlmer
is expected to remain the same, however shows
now little drop, due to the redevelopments (see

unemployed people, which has been increased
the last years. Therefore, according to the sub
municipality, still runs the risk to deteriorate back
to a no go area.
In terms of demography, Bijlmermeer is still
relatively a young neighbourhood, with few
single person households and many single
parent households (20%, twice as high as
Amsterdam average). In terms of ethnicity (see
pic 28), Bijlmermeer is mainly consisted of nonautochthonous inhabitants by having only 15%
of the inhabitants of Dutch origin. Furthermore,
40% consist of people from Surinamese origin,
only 1% is of Turkish origin and 2% of Moroccan
origin. Additionally 29% is from other non Western
origins, of which the main part is from Africa. (ref

pic 25).26
Marcel de la Rose board member of the sub
municipality of Amsterdam South-East, describes
that in absolute numbers, Bijlmermeer improved
a lot, but relatively there is still a lot to gain,
since the rest of Amsterdam has improved
as well. “Therefore, the objective to become
average Amsterdam neighbourhood in 2016
is discussable” he says. He explains that the
segregation between inner ring and outer ring
area of Amsterdam is increasing, and is becoming
harder for outer areas to compete.27

Ethnic groups composition

28

Percentage of unemployed laborforce

22. Neut, V.d (2006). Architecture &
modernity. Bijlmermeer.
23,24. www.bijlmermuseum.nl
25,27. Boer, J (July 2012) De
Bijlmer is nog niet af. Nul 20. pp
8-10
26. DSP groep (2010) Buurtmonitor
2010.
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Example of building type 1

30

Example of building type 2

BUILDING BLOCKS
Building types represent a society’s
common understanding of what and how
to build, and as such are the building
blocks of people’s everyday experience of
cities.28
Therefore, transformations of the building
blocks can become the principal challenge
in the built environment of the future. This
will require an awareness of the qualities
inherent in areas that are now being
redeveloped.
The transformations in the building block
42

can be seen as the result of change in
ideologies and the ongoing movements.
For the bijlmermeer the shaping
principles of plan can be routed in the
rational thoughts embeded in postwar
reconstructions.

segregation in functions and infrastructure.
The next constructed type of dwellings which was
constructed in 1972, consists of row houses with
private garden. Kantershof and kleiberg are the
neighborhoods with this type which were planned as
10% quota of low rise in the plans of Nassuth.

The first phase of construction period in
Bijlmermeer included high-rise galleries
which are characterized by the honeycomb
configurations. These dwellings were
realized according to the upmost rational

The third type of dwellings are the courtyard
apartment or collective inner garden, which was
also developed in 1984.
Finally, the forth selected fragment can be recognised as the collective enclosed apartments.

Generally speaking, collective space was introduced
into the urban blocks in the early twentieth century, with
the spread of the specifically working class housing
following the adaptation of the 1901 housing act . the
shape of the hitherto closed urban block changed: it
gradually began to open-up.
Collective facilities became eminent that included sun
terraces and collective gardens in urban blocks and
sometimes even in neighborhood level where residents
could spend their time in safe and healthy atmosphere.
Functions that had originally been part of the urban
public realm were thus collectivized and moved closer
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to the private realm of the dwelling .This also
meant that cafes and other public drinking
establishments were excluded from the new
districts. In this connection. Arnold Reijndorp has
spoken of the “domestication of urban living”. In a
sense, this shift towards the private and collective
realms also meant the domestication of public
life.
Hans Ibelangs describes how in the 80 highrise buildings and the closed block returns
to the Dutch urban design.29 After the 70s

Example of building type 3

suburbanization and deconcentration major
trend, the concept of the compaction city, with
high density and mixing functions, was again
popular. In response to this amorphous urban
sprawl characterized, there was a penchant for
urban planning with a clear form.
A leading project in this time according to
Ibelings is the Venserpolder of Carel Weeber.
Carel Weeber contention was that the urban
design was diluted and absorbed in architecture.
The plan of Weeber is characterized by highrise buildings in the form of closed blocks. This
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Example of building type 4

typology which is derived from this, is also
apperent in our study area.
In Bijlmermeer, the redevelopment after 1992
was highly focussed on the the relation between
building and public space, to increase social
control.
The main differentiation of the four urban blocks
is the relation of the dwellings to surrounding
functions and the public realm. In the next pages
more points about each type will be clearified.

28. Komossa,S. (2010). The Dutch
urban block and the public realm:
models, rules, ideals.
29. Ibelings,H. (1991). 20th century
urban design in the Netherlands.
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high-rise tower
high-rise galleries
courtyard appartments
low-rise family houses
low-rise enclosed appartments
Dwelling typology 1992
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urban appartment blocks

Dwelling typology 2013
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PRESENT CONDITIONS
As a third part of our analysis we researched
four different fragments of our area. Each of
these fragments resemble a certain phase of the
development of the Bijlmer and a certain typology
mention in the transformation chapter. The first
type is the honeycomb flat, a typical typology
for the plan of Nasruth. The second type also
derives from the plan of Nasruth. The third part is
built is closed building block, which re-emerged
in the 80’s. The fourth type is built during the
redevelopment of the Bijlmer.
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built area
fragments
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FRAGMENT 1
Bijlmermeer was based on a coherent, modernist
design of repetitive and uniform superblock the
main housing typology in the area.
The high-rise prefabricated block of flats has the
access to private space from gallery on the each
floor. The plan of the building has a unique shape
a long rectangular turned in a shape of honey
comb. The long monotones 11-storey building
divided horizontally on storages part (ground
and first floor) and apartment part which consist
of 9 floors. The housing is non-functional with
48

absence of the commercial or service spaces.
The vertical accesses to each floor are executed
by elevators and stares cases distributed along
the length of the building in the folds with the
large distance in-between. The apartments are
two-side oriented to provide the sun and have
variation in the size with similar arrangement of
the rooms. The entrances organized from the
one-side loaded gallery oriented to the north or
north-east. Each flat has balcony as a kind of
outside private space. The dwellings themselves
were, and in some respects still are, of high

quality: large floor space, luxurious sanitary
facilities, central heating and their own storeroom.
The connection with the public space is blocked
by the use of the ground and first floors for
storages which provide closed spaces –barriers
between the buildings and the public spaces.
However the public space perceived as above
view (not from pedestrian level). Public space
is not a continuity of the building but separate
structure.

public green area
automobile roads
pedestrian (bicycle) paths
water structure
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public green area
private area
semi-private space of the housing
public spaced of the housing
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use of public spaces
parkings
water structure
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USE OF PUBLIC SPACE
The galleries in the high- rise buildings and the
porches in the raised urban blocks effectively
lengthened the route that had to be travelled
from the public realm via the collective realm
of the dwellings. Hence, The private and the
public realms were both remote from one
another.The increased distance between the
private and public realms and the segregations
of functions can be said to have caused private
and collective space to merge , with the result
that there was no longer any public realm along
the dwelling.

design as an essential element of the park and
create a suitable environment for different species
of birds.

separated from the household activities. Still the
major part of the area is not defined nowadays
and remains as a recreational area with dotty
implemented spaces with different functions.
The parking areas are located on the border
of the housing areas connected to the road on
the ground level at the start of the honeycomb
buildings. The inner area ‘basin’ is free from car
entrance and is a recreational area which includes
sport facilities as such as tennis courts, fields with
sport equipment and skating spaces. It also has
kinder playgrounds distributed within the area.
The public space also includes public art objects
and memorial complex located in the central part
of the basin near the place of the plane crash.
Water structure contribute to the landscape
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Large open park-like space doesn’t have clear
division of use. Initially it was designed as a
recreational area with poor range of activities.
The space was intended for picnics, walking
and children play as a recreation activities highly
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FRAGMENT 2
The main features of this type are:
-Low rise family house blocks aligned in row
configurations.
-Each block has its own private zone like its own
garden
-Private parking area is separate from blocks as a
result of segregation of functions
-Pedestrian access area is separate from car
access
Although this type of housing had significant
differences with the galleries in terms of
configuration and number of dwellings per block,
52

both followed the same functional principles
embedded in separation of traffic centralized
parking lots.
Having private garden per each dwelling and not
enough communal spaces, more emphasis on
the private space rather than on the public space
can be noticed.

speculative building
corporation building
first city renewal
second city renewal
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private space
entrances for one housing unit

It is seen in the illustrations how public and
private space are related and where the
entrances are located. These maps indicate that
the orientation of the buildings is mainly based
on functional aspects, rather than the relation
between public and private space. Additionally,
the sections show that between the main
dwelling and the acces space there are spaces
as sheds, which obstructs the visual relationship
between public and private. Apparently, the mono
functional use of space and the lack of relation
between public and private may lead to lack of
social control.

public area
private space

pedestrian paths
green space
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use of public spaces
car parking
car accessibility
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USE OF PUBLIC SPACE
It seems that public space in this type is mainly
designed for mobility. It is easy to walk from the
centralized car parking to your house (see fig
42) Apparently the attempt was made to create
some residing quality, by making a playground
(see fig 40)
However this playgrounds is not imbedded well
in the urban structure. It can also be understood
that more of these playgrounds are the results of
a program which had to be realised, for making
qualitative public space.
To decrease the distance between public and
private space, residents make attempts to
acclaim the public space, which creates a more
green appearance, as well as adding a soft edge
toward the public space (see fig 43).
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FRAGMENT 3
The third type of dwellings in Bijlmermeer is the
Courtyard apartment with collective inner garden,
which was also developed in 1984.
The main characteristics of this fragment can be
summerised as:
-multi-story apartment blocks which are gathered
around a communal courtyard
-There is no gate toward the communal space,
however the enclosed form creates a kind of
semi-public sphere
-Pedestrian access to the courtyard is often
56

possible from two sides of vertical axis
-Cars cannot enter the courtyard,
-Cars can be parked along the street or in the
private external parking lot outside
-Common entrances to the apartments is
accessible by the four outer sides of the
apartment

public green area
car access
pedestrian paths
bike paths
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The map above showes the relation between
public and private space.
As it can be seen in this illustration, It is clear that
there is not a direct relation between public and
private space, Especially as it is seen from above.
However, when the sections are studied and
when you walk around, you get the impression
that only the relation between public and private
in terms volume is considered and designed.
The communal space inside the block is
impedded in private gardens.
Being multi-story building and height of the
apartment, prevents a good visual relationship
between public and privates.

pedestrian paths
green space
automobile roads
parking

public area
private space
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built area
water
green
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USE OF PUBLIC SPACE
In the twentieth century, as a result of all the
new arrangements and services, the urban
block became socio-economically more monofunctional, with a one-sided focus on housing
and related facilities. Therefore, the socioeconomically mixed urban block made way
for blocks and neighborhoods with a far more
homogeneous population structure.
The social reformers’ urban block was far
less differentiated than its nineteenth century
predecessor, which had been both sociocultural
and an economic unit.it was also more uniform,
as it consisted of large number of largely
identical dwellings. A difference thus arose
between complexes and housing areas intended
for unskilled workers and ones for skilled
workers and the middle class. Not only did this
encourage social segregation at urban block
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and neighborhood level, but streets became
visibly less varied. So, some activities that had
previously taken place in the street , such as
children’s play and various domestic tasks, were
transferred to the collective inner courtyard.
It can be seen in the photos that the common
space in the courtyard is dominated as a
monofunctional space.
Consequently ,there is not enough reasons to
walk and stay there because of lack of quality
and well maintanance. Moreover, no residing
or leisure facility has been considered there.
However, to improve access and increase activity,
a pedestrain walking route is implemented
through the courtyard of one block to the other.
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FRAGMENT 4
The forth selected fragment is the collective
Enclosed apartments
The main features of this type can be indicated
as:
-Low rise blocks which are gathered along a
semi-closed space
-The semi-closed space is accessible by the
dwellers and makes it semi-public.
-There are private gardens inside the closure
space
-There are also private gardens which locate
60

along the external edge of the blocks
-Building blocks have separate and direct
entrance from outside and a indirect entrance
from the private garden doors
-Some enclosed spaces have access of the cars
for the dwellers
-some of the private gardens on the external
edge are more privatized with fences.

public green area
car access
pedestrian (bicycle) paths
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As it can be seen in the illustration above, in
this type of fragment, a hierarchy from public to
private space can be identified. The enclosed and
collective spaces which are only accessible for
the inhabitants of the dwellings shape a furthur
step from public toward private, as semi-public.
Furthermore, in terms of architectural typology
,the configurarions of windows in the dwellings of
this fragment have a influence

pedestrian paths
green space
automobile roads
parking

public area
private space
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use of public spaces
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USE OF PUBLIC SPACE
In the twentieth century, as a result of all the
new arrangements and services, the urban
block became socio-economically more monofunctional, with a one-sided focus on housing
and related facilities. Therefore, the socioeconomically mixed urban block made way
for blocks and neighborhoods with a far more
homogeneous population structure.
The social reformers’ urban block was far
less differentiated than its nineteenth century
predecessor, which had been both sociocultural
and an economic unit. It was also more uniform,
as it consisted of large number of largely
identical dwellings. A difference thus arose
between complexes and housing areas intended
for unskilled workers and ones for skilled
workers and the middle class. Not only did this
encourage social segregation at urban block
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and neighborhood level, but streets became
visibly less varied. So, some activities that had
previously taken place in the street , such as
children’s play and various domestic tasks, were
transferred to the collective inner courtyard.
In this type of fragment, the public space
is designed in a different scale with more
considerations towards details of the space.
Having windows toward the public space, leaves
the inbetween spaces been controlled and
watched through eyes of dwellers .
All these considerations shape a safer
neighborhood compared to the former types
which let the inhabitants confidently leave their
property in the public realm.
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CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
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Maps of the ‘Southflank’ from the policydocument ‘Structurevision Amsterdam 2040’

Bijlmermeer can be seen as the anticlimax of the
ideology in which urban design form and shape
society. An urban movement which believed

got implemented that way, without counseling
the building contractor or making sufficient
financial calculations. The contractor was

economic differentiation; these developments
are controlled and supervised by the housing
corporation and the municipality. The ironic

urban design in which built area, infrastructure,
water and green clearly relate to each other.
This is totally opposite to the initial modernistic

by designing space, they could control, shape,
and improve the life of people. The problem
could maybe be found in the oversimplicity in
the way of thinking about working of society.
Urban design became very scientific a relied
heavily on statistical research. This often led to
a quite literally translation of this data in space,
without paying much attention to the sequential
experience of the inhabitants and the human
scale. Many examples of this one dimensional
thinking can be found in the Bijlmer.
The way the urban concept of the plan of
Nassuth got implemented, was as a result of a
top down approach.
Dienst Stadsontwikkeling (SO) made a spatial
design and automatically assumed that the plan

involved late in the process, when the plan was
already approved. Also there was no any focus
or indication the plan would be revised, even
though it became clear that essential parts of the
plan could not be implemented. In this way, it lost
control over the actors which were responsible
for realizing the plan.
The second city renewal was organised in a total
different way. Instead of the ideology to shape
the society, the developments of the second city
renewal became the result of the dynamics of the
market. Instead of a blue-print plan, an organic
plan was developed in which Urban Design is
marginalized to strategy, rather than leading
element. Therefore, the spatial environment
became primarily the consequence of socio

result of this integral approach is that amount of
control by the supervising proved to be much
larger, compared to the time of original plan of
Bijlmermeer, when it was thought that society
could be changed by spatial design. It is clear
that the role of Urban Design is changed. This
is exemplified by the rejection of the plan of
Bhalotra to unify the Bijlmer spatially. Hence, the
new role of urban design should be considered
carefully in the individual proposal.

paradigm (of which the four elements designed
independently). This makes the Bijlmer en
product of two opposite design paradigms and
spatially very complex to grip. At the moment,
the Bijlmer seems to a patchwork of different
fragments. The question is what unifies this urban
sprawl. Therefore, additional research to this
topic could be very valuable.
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Although urban design was degraded to just
a tool with a strategy, instead of leading an
element, a clear design strategy paradigm
is visible. This paradigm of the second city
renewal is based on a more traditional form of

For future development, some contextual
developments have to be clarified. In structure
vision of Amsterdam, Bijlmermeer is part of
‘Zuidflank’.30This is an axis from Schiphol airport
along the Zuidas to Almere. After the Zuidas,
the area around station Bijlmermeer Arena has
the potential to become the most economic

54

The old shopping centre of Kraaijenest
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One of the parking lots a the Kaspeldreef. At the plint, a Ghanese church is located

global economic node of Amsterdam. The
renovation of the station is a result of this. Also
the development of Arena fits in this strategy.

more directly. Also the green structure of
the Gaasperplas will be connected with the
Bijlmerpark and the Bijlmermuseum, which could

that Kleiburg will be renovated according to the
concept of ‘klusjeswoning’. This is a concept in
which the contractor renovates the structure of

Moreover, Amsterdamsche Poort and Bijlmer
arena is to be considered as one center, which
will result in global economic activities there as
well. This will probably have its consequences
on the social structure and the local economy of
the Bijlmer. It could be interesting to see how the
local, social and economic structure reacts to
these global developments, and how these could
benefit from these.

be considered as well in the individual proposals.

the building (casco) and the inhabitants renovates
the apartments
Regarding the parking lots, there are now some
public functions situated, including several
churches. These have to be relocated, or
facilitated in a new building.

Another plan is the transforming the
Gaasperdammerweg into a tunnel.1 This is
necessary to increase the capacity of the road
to Almere, without causing nuisance to the
surrounding neighbourhoods. This means that
Holendrecht and Bijlmer will be connected

At a more architectural scale, the replacement of
the old shopping centre of Kraaijenest (replaced
by recently realised ‘Kameleon’ by NL architects)
and the parking lots at the Karspeldreef
features many possibilities. The east side of
the Karspeldreef has many qualities. It is firstly
situated next to a metro line; this means that
the inner city of Amterdam is accessible in 15
minutes. Furthermore, it is located at the edge
of the ‘Bijlmermuseum’ with all its unique spatial
characteristics. Architecturally, the spatial relation
with Kleiburg can be interesting. Kleiburg is the
last flat which will be renovated. Although the
plans for renovation are definite yet, it seems

30. Gemeenste Amsterdam (March
2011) Structuurvisie 2040
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This booklet is a publication as a result of

the research conducted for the graduation
studio “Habitat Reloaded” supervised by prof.
dr.ir. P.J.V van Wesemael, ir. M.W. Musch and
dipl.-ing. H.H.Yegenoglu on the four residential
areas “Indische Buurt”, “Van der Pekbuurt”,
“Slotermeer-Noordoost” and “BijlmerKraaiennest” in the city of Amsterdam.
The subject of the graduation studio is
to research the influence of the ongoing
transformations on contemporary urban living
forms and the role of urban and architectural
design within this complex matter. The central
TU/E GRADUATION STUDIO UUA
HABITAT RELOADED
ISBN 1234567891234

concern is the relation between the social and

spatial aspects of housing, or in other words, the
relation between habitus and habitat.
The four neighbourhoods are exemplary for
different urban and architectural paradigms in
the 20th century. All areas have been subject of
previous attempts of urban renewal, and are still
in the picture today due to new processes of
spatial, social and economic developments.
This research will offer insight into the successive
shifting correlations between housing policy,
urban planning and urban habitat.

